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1.
TESTS OF PLAIN AND REINFORCED
CONCRETE BEAI/iS.
Concrete as a structural material nas grown rapidly in
favor duriii;: late years and is now used under many conditions
where stone or brick was fonnerly required. Its ready
adaptability to irregular shapes is a most desirable quality
which neitherof the other two materials possesses in any
great degree. Like stone or brick, its tensile strength is
low and this fact iias prevented its introduction w!'ere high
tensile stresses exist. To remedy this deficiency, engineers
are embedding a small quantity of steel in the concrete in
the parts subject to tension. This compound construction is
called reinforced concrete or steel concrete.
The European engineers were the first to suggest this
practice, and in general, have been the leaders, both in practi-
cal construction and in theoretical investigation. Considere's
study of the theory governing flexure of reinforced concrete
beams stands forth as the most exhaustive yet undertaken.
Gernian and Austrian engineers have added to our knowledge of
this construction. American engineers were not slow to follow
the example of the Europeans, but their attention has been
directed almost entirely to the development of the practical
side of the question. In this country the extension of the
use of concrete has been much more rapid than the development
of the princiiDles upon which such construction should be design-
ed. During the last six months, however, a series of spirited
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diGcuGGionc concerning flexure of reinforced concrete beams has
api'eared in the Engineering: News and in the Engineering- Record.
As yet tiie amount of reliable information from Americ^ih
sources is not large. The first experiments were made by parties
promoting systems of reinforcement; The deflections at various
loadings were determined, "but special attention was paid to
the maximum Strength developed and to the manner of failure.
More recently investigation has been carried on at some of the
technical schools. The facilities offered by the testing labora-
tories at these institutions permit, of more accurate work,
especially in the measurement of deformations. In this connec-
tion may be mentioned the tests made upon reinforced concrete
at the Massachusetts institute of Technology and at Purdue
University. During the past year several other engineering
schools have entered tnis field of research work and the addi-
tional information thus furnished ought to be of much value
in the development of a theory governing the flexure of rein-
forced concrete.
The series of tests planned by the department of Theo- -
retical ard Applied Mechanics was divided into four topics:
(l) the coefficient of elasticity of plain concrete in tension
and in compression, (2) the cohesion and adhesion of steel rods
imbedded in concrete, (3) flexure in plain concrete beams and
(4) flexure in reinforced concrete beams. The experimental
work has been done as thesis requirements by senior students in
the college of engineering, different phases of the subject
have been assigned to different seniors, but the program has been
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SO made out that the various parts may he comhined under one
general head.
The followinr- report includes the investigation upon the
flexure of hoth plain and reinforced concrete "beams. It is
intended to make as complete a report of the results as possible
and to state such conclusions as would arise from ohservat ions of
the tests rather than from a study of the data.

4.
DESCRIPTION OF Li/vTSRIALS USED.
In order that the concrete might he representative of that
used in general practice, the materials were purchased in the
open market. However, the care observed in mixing and measuring
the materials would insure a grade of concrete such as exists
only in the "best construction, excepting, perhaps, arch ring
construction.
The stone was a good quality of screened limestone quarried
at Kankakee, 111. It was ordered to pass a 1 l/2 inch screen
and to he caught on a 3/8 inch.
Two mechanical analyses of the stone were made, 15 pounds
were analyzed each time. The results are tabulated below.
[I^chanicol AnalLjsis of Ston^
riesh.
i nt>.
V<sr Cent Pa^^ino^
T<f5t Mo./. T<25\ No.! Test No.£.
O O /oo /oo
1 Zoo 78
3. OS
^3
O SiD 0.03
^6y3t
The stone weighed about 85 pounds per cubic foot loose.
The per cent of voids in the stone was determined as follows
A pail A was weighed before and after filling with water. An-
other pail B was nearly filled and weighed . The empty pail A
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was partly fille;; with water from B and stone poured into the
pail antil finally pail A wr s level full of water and stone. The
remainin*^ water in pail B was weighed which gave the weight of
water used to fill the voids in the stone. Then per cent of
voids in stone equals weight of water used from pail B divided
"by weight of water in pail A when full. The results are given in
the ta"ble.
Voids in 3ton^.
Wt of
fer
P^il "A"
Wt. of VJ<^^er- Ri?'i["B"' Wt c^i
Went er
Used
F(fr Cent
of
Voids
Av^r<s7d:]e
Vo id s5><f fore Af t^r
/o. y So 44.^
S.S 44-^ 4 4^
The s; nd was a good quality o'btained at Wahash River, •' Attica
Indiana. It was sharp and clean, containing only 3 to df, of clay.
The per cent of voids was determined "by the same method as was
used with the stone descrilDed previously. The data of the deter-
mination is here t-bulated.
Voids in 3^n<d.
W± of
Riiil "A"
Wt. c?f
Used
P<fr Cfnt
of
v/oids
oi
before After
/^^ 41
3 3 3.3 r^.4
6.S ^ 7 3.7 ^^3
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The weight of the sand per cutic foot loose was 115 pounds.
The followin.^ taole sho^vs the results of a mechanical analysis
of two "batches of sand.
No.
mm.
Per Cent Pa^^ina^
Te^t No.l
/oo.o /oo.o
/o ^.^/^
S o /^.^
^8a
/oo
"Chicago AA" hrar.d Portland cement was used. In the follow-
ing table is shov/n the tensile strength developed "by the neat ce
cement and mortar mixed in the proportion of one part cement
to three of sand "by volume.
The tests were made on hriquetts of standard section, thumh
rammed ,which had heen stored one day in damp air and the rest
of the time under water.
T^nsi/e Tes>tf> on Ceme.n-f.
Ref.
No.
Heaf r1ortc3r|:3) Mor-ft3r 1:5
/ oo 37S
2 73o - 7/S
f/o 74 s 7^c^ 43o
4 <^oo ;2;2 ^ <^7o
S 4 /o
^^o
7^^ :2 3 3.S 7SS 4o<:>

From the atove given data of the percentage of voids in the
sand and ntone, computationn were made (Baker's Masonry Construc-
tion page 156a), and it was decided to make a test specimitn of
concrete of the proportions 1:3:6. This was done and showed very
satisfactory results so that, although this is not so rich as
used cy some experimenters, these proportions were adopted for
all the beams. All the materials were measured "by loose volume.
All the mixing was done by hand on steel plate. The cement
and sand were first thoroughly mixed dry. The stone was then
added and the whole turned twice before being wetted, after
which it was turned until the whole mass was of uniform plastici-
ty and all the stones appeared, to be coated with mortar.
About 12/^ y bj^ volume, of water wt's used. Six cubes made from
concrete taken from various batches were stored in water sixty
days and tested, developing the following strengths.
Co rr? pr<? :5s ) Tests (^^n Sin. Cuibes. '
Mo.
V}\Y\mafe St rencjfty/in lb5
Tofa 1 Unit
/
2 7 ^ 100
3 ^ S /oo
? S Soo
^ 7 OOo
II
I
II
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The metal uGed in beamc v/ith the exception of the plain
round and plain square "bare, vj-hich v/ere purchased from ordinary-
stock, was steel mGiiufactured especially for the purpose of rein
forcing concrete. The patented Johnson, Kahn, Thacher and
Ransome "bars v;ere furnished for the tests through the courtesy
of the companies controlling these forms.
The Johnson "bar, as shown in sketch, is square with cor-
rugations to prevent slipping rolled on its four sides. It is
high carbon steel "breaking suddenly in the cold bend test
when bent about 90 degrees. The coefficient of elasticity is
about 50,000,000 and its elastic limit 60,000 lbs., per square
inch. The bar was used in two sizes nominally l/2 and 0/4
inches, tlie actual average areas of these including the cor-
rugations being .2 and .365 square inches respectively, -'le cor-
rugations .in bars need alternated inste;.d of being continuous
a s sh own in figure.
The Kahn bar is of entirely different form as is shown be-
low. It is designed especially to resist the diagonal tensile
stresses developed in connection with the shearing stresses.
For this purpose the sides are sheared at intervals and bent
up at an angle of 45 degrees. The tv/o sizes used were nomi-
nally 1/2 and 3/4 inches; the actual areas are 0.40 and O.fO
square inches respectively.'-. On the 1/2 inch size the sheared
diagonals are 6 inches long and on the 3/4 inch size 12 inches.
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The iJteel is ratrier soft, the yield point beinp; at 35,000
ll3S
.
,
per sq. in. or less. It does not "break readily in the
cold "bend test.
The Thacher "bar is a 3/4 inch round rod, (see sketch "be-
low) which has "been alternately deformed into a flattened ellip-
tical section and left in the untouched circular section. The
purpose of these deformations is to prevent slipping in the
concrete. It is soft steel having a"bout the same properties as
the Kahn "bar already explained. Its section is taken as 0.40 sq.
in. Only one size was used.
The Ransorae "bar is simply a square "bar twisted a'bout 8
revolutions in a foqt
,
not. sho'-rn in sketch. The steel used
in it is also low, though tlie elastic limit has "been raised "by i
b e r re tw i s t ing
the twisting,^ "being a'bout the same grade as the Tiiacher and Kahn.
The yield point of the plain rods used was a'bout 35,000
l"b
. ,
per sq. in. Throe sizes of plain rods 1/2 and 3/4 inch
square and 1/2 inch round were used, the actual sections cor-
responding closely to the nominal ones.

10.
DESCRIPTION OF BEAI.IS.
The test included thirty one "beams . Of these there v/ere
eight reinforced with Johnson "bars, three with Thacher, five
with Kahn, one with Ransonie, three with plain square, two with
plain round bars and the remaining nine were plain concrete with-
out any reinforcinr. Twenty-four of tire beams v/ere 15 feet 4
inches long and were tested at 14 foot span, the other seven
ranged in length from 12 to 6 feet and were tested at various .
spans as shown inplates, A 14 foot span was chosen since that
length is in coim.;on use in practice and also since it was as
"long as convenient under the circumstances. All of the beams
were made of a uniform width and depth, 12 inches by 13 l/?
inches respectively, for the purpose of eliminating variables,
which would evidently arise in testing beams with cross-section
of different shapes. The section chosen has been criticised in
that it is not the most economical one which could be made out
of the giVen amount of material. The idea in mind, however,
was not to make the beam which would support the maximum load
j
so much as it was to obtain a beam free from defects which would
jj
enter into the results. A beam 12 inches wide v/ould not have
any more or any larger holes and irregularities in its sides
than would occur in the sides of a 6 inch beam, and the per cent
oferror that these irregularities produce in the results is much
gre^ater in a thin beam then in a thick beran.
The amount of steel in the reinforced beams varied from..
4
to 1.56 per cent of the area above the center of the rods. The
bars were placed 1 l/2 inches from, the bottom of the beams in
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all cases and were spaced synrnie trically so that the reinforcing
effect of each "bar extended over an equal area. In norrie Tjearns
ac indicated in the diagrams, part of the rods were turned up at
the third points, so that the ends of the rods carne within 3 1/2
to 4 inches of t' e top of the "beam. This v/as done at the sugges-
tion that this would assist in resisting the s' earing stresses.
The heams were made of) the concrete floor of the Mater-
ials Testing Li-horatory of the University. Strips of "building
paper were laid over the floor to prevent the concrete from
adhering to it. The forms consisted of two inch, plank for sides
and ends held together by means of clamps made of 2x4 inch vert-
icals, a cross holt and a 2x4 inch horizontal strut. Six forms
v/ere used so that when a "beam was made the form might he left on
it for three or four days and the other forms v/ere left for use,
thus causing no delay. After the foras had heen used once they
warped, owing to the fact that they ahsorhed moisture on the in-
side from the wet concrete and remained dry on tl-e outside. To
rem.edy this the planks were soaked in a tank a day or so before
the forms v/ere set up. This assisted in keeping the i)la:-k in
shape and also prevented the plank from taking water away from
the concrete along the edge of the heams. V/hen the forms had
been set up tnd adjusted to the proper size, a batch of concrete
was carried and placed into the form in a layer 1 1/2 inches
thick. This first layer was made the right thickness by the
use of a template which was slid along the top of the form strik-
ing off a level surface. This layer was not tamped for fear this
might produce a plane of rupture. The reinforcing steel was
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then laid on this surface and was properly spaced. Another l^.y
er of concrete two or three inches thick was then added and thor
oughly tamped until water appeared at the surface. A flat spade
was then pushed down all around the edge of the "beam hetween the
form and the concrete to allow the cement to run to the outside
ai.d make a finished surface. The layer was again thoroughly
tamped. In this way layers of concrete three or four inches .
thick wei^e added, tamped, spaded and retam-ped until the form
was level full. Tor tite sake of appearance the team was finish-
ed over on the top with a thin cocit of mortar. V/hen the end
of the bars v/ere turned up as shown in the drawings the "bars
were bent before being placed in the form. Concrete was piled
and tamped in layers high at the ends slanting down to an inch
and a half at the third points so that the surface of the con-
c^-ete would conform to the shape of the rods. The beajn was
then filled up in tiie middle and finished up as before described
Three batches of concrete were generally made for each (large)
beam. The beams were distinguished by |)lacing serial numbers in
the fresh mortar. The date of manufacture, kind of reinforcing
ai-f] other minor notes v/ere recorded.

13.
DETAILS OP TESTS.
The great weight of the larger heams, 2600 pounds, made the
haiidling of the Gpecimens a matter of come difficulty. By means
of a cant-inook arrangement, the heamc were blocked up from the
floor. A trestle crane, provided with two movahle "blocks on an
overhead trackway was used in moving the specimens to and from
the machine. By means of dollies the beams v/ere run along the
table of the machine end were lifted by suspended tackles while
the rocking supi orts were .' djusted.
The beams were tested on the 200000 . pouhd Olsen testing
machine in the laboratory. The accuracy of this machine was
checked up at the time of its installation two years ago.
In practical work reinforced concrete beams areoften subject
ed to uniform loads, and it would be well if tests could be made
under similar conditions. However, the difficulties of applying
such a loading without danger of arch action are so great that
concentrated loads are usually adopted now in such tests. In
this case the load was applied at the third points by means
of an 8 inch length of a 12 inch 51 l/2 pound I Beam as shown in
the drawing on plate . To prevent crushing at these points a
a/a inch plate . 4 inches wide was used. On thece rested 1 l/2
inch cast iron rollers upon which the I beam was placed. The
supports had curved bottoms to permit rocking, and plates simi-
lar to those described above were used to distribute the
pressure
.
Readings were usually taken every 1000 pounds on the
reinforced beams and every 200 pounds on the plain concrete ones.
As each desired load was attained, a little time was allowed for
_tne beam to adjust^ itself to the increased stress, and enough
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additional power applied to maintain the lo rt: The clov/est speed
was used at all ti; es.
Deflections at tte centre were taken fey several methods.
A thread ;.o3 stretched l;etv/een two points at about the middle
of tnc depth of the "beam over the points of support. Behind this
at the centre of the beam amirror on which a paper scale was
pasted, war fastened. By lining up the thread and i tsreflec tion
parallax was avoided and readings accurate to r:bout .005 inches
could be tf ken. As a check, a def lec tome ter which could be read
to .0 01 of an inch was placed on the table of the machine beneath
the centre of the beam. The crushinfT of the plaster of, paris
and the sijring of the machine caused this ret of reading to be
greatei* tnan the acutal deflections, but a coTuparison of the two
sets of readings gave a constant which could be used as a cor-
rection varying with the load to get the actual deflections.
In the case of the plain concrete beams the deflections were too
sniall to be measured accurately' enough by the first method; and
the application of a correction to readings obtained by the
second method v/; s not much more sat isf cic tory . A sv/inging plat-
form WcS fastened to the beam as shown on plnte ' B> and a
deflec tometer placed on this. By this method deflections to
.001 of an i!.ch could be read directly.
The extensometers were fastened to the beam by means of a
yoke as shown by plate 9 . The upper contacts, were fixed in
postion as regards the frame but the lovv^er contacts b were so
arranged that they might be raised or lowered in o slot through
a space of 6 inches. These contacts con.sisted of l/2 inch
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i
threaded "bolts sharpened at the endn to a rounded point. The
i
measuring device cons ted of a "braso roller, R, 1/2 inch in
c ircuiuference connected with a graduated dial D, 4 inches in
diameter. The circumference of the dial was divided into 500
parts, so that one graduation repi'esented .001 of an inch.
The needle, was provided with a vernier, so that a reading
of .0001 of an inch could be taken directly. A •steel strip 12
inches long with a slightly rounded surface rested upon the
"brass roller and was rigidly fastened at one end to a 5 foot
length of 1/4 inch wrot iron pipe, P. A "V-shaped notch about '
3 inches from t;>e end of this pipe rested on a screw set in the i
second yoke. As t: e fi"breE of the "beam were deform.ed the steel
strips were rlrawn across the rollers and the amount of motion in-
dicated on tie dial. In order to ohtain greater multiplication
or motion the extensome ters v/ere fastened to elongations of the
vertical pieces of the yokes. The centers of the rollers v;ere
placed in the same vertical plane as the sides of the beams and
the axes of the rollers were at right angles to this plane.
This arrangement was necessary to prevent e tv/ist in the frames
;
from, affecting the readings.
Great care was taken to secure as accurate an extensometer '!
arrangement as possi'ble. It was intended at first to use a fine
||
thread to transfei-* the motion to the roller. By fastening the
threc-d to a micrometer screw, passing it over the brass roller
and tying a small weight to it, the actual motion of the thread
coulcihe obtained and compared with the reading indicated by the
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rlial. Threads of fiifferent material and size v/ere tested birt
none coulcJ be found which would give satisfactory results. The
readinp;s on the dial were only about .0 as large as the actual
motion. A more serious fault wns that this arrangement failed
to respond to the initial motion of the thread. Fine wires
were also experimented with but they gave no better results.
The arrangejnent described above was then tried. There was a
slight loss of motion at first but after that the increments of
the extensometer readings agreed with the incr-ements of the
actual motion of the rod. It was found th;it b^'^ carefully slid-
ing the rod into position in the notch in the direction in which
it was to be moved by the test this lost motion could be almost
r
entirely obviated. Tnis same loss of motion ocoured when the
direction of the rod was reversed 'out by resetting as described
above the loss could be made so Sinall as to be of no great
moment
.
On pages 38 to 72 there is given a series of tablesrshowing
the original data as taken during the tests on the several beams.
These t.' bulated data are not designed to shov/ any results or con-
clusions biit are included in this report for the use of any one
who may for any reason wish to study the original notes.
At the top of each page is indicated the manner of reinforce
ment used, if anyj the size of the beam and the span at which
tested. In the tables are included the loading in pounds, -the
deflections in inches unless noted otherwise and the reading of
the extensome tors . There is also a columngiving such data as the

location of the contact points, bow the instruments 'A'ere
attached, the maximum loading, the manner of failure whenever
poGGihle, rnd a record of such phenomena as seemed jjertinent.
The beams were tested when 60 days old. In some cases
the time over ran 3 or 4 days, lout the largest variation from
60 days was 4 and in most cases the heams were tested on the
date they came due.
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS.
On plates 11 to ^5 \vill be found a graphical representation
of results deduced from the tests of the "beams. These diagrams
contain in general four curves showing; first, the contraction
of the upper fibre; second, the elongation of the steel, or, in
the case of the plain concrete beams, the elongation of the low-
er fibre; third, the actual deflec-
tions (in blue); and fourth, the
position of the neutral axis. The
values plotted for the contraction
and elongation of the upper and
lo'ver fibres are rctual values cal-
culated graphically from the exten.-
someter observations.
A diagram drawn to a large scale on coordinate paper, the
principle of which is shown by thesketch above, was used in
the determination. C is the contraction observed on extensome-
ter U, and c is therefore the compression of the upper fibre.
L is elongation observed on extensometer B, S being the true
elongation of steel.
In the tests on plain concrete beams an effort was made to
determine, first the modulus of rupture and second the coeffic-
ient of elasticity. There were also determined the maximum load
which the beam supported, trie extension of the lower and contrac-
tion of trie upper fibres, the deflections under trie different
loadings and the position of the neutral axis. Extensometer
readings were taken on two large beams, No. 11 and No. 18, and
deflections on No. 8, No. 11, No. 18 and No. 26. With these
Ii
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"beams there is much less uniformity in the results thv.n with the
reinforced beams.
Referring to the curves for No. 11 and No. 18, it will be
noticed that the neutral axis is located approxiriately 6 3/4 in-
ches from the top and in all subsequent calculations the posi-
tion of the neutral axis will be taken as at the center of the
depth of the beam.
The modulus of rupture was determined as follows, reference
"being made to the figure below.
1w
A.
I
-L
Since the taending moment-'for the applied load at all points
between the loads is the same and since the bending moment
due to the weight of the beam is greatest at trie middle, the
dangerous section is evidently at the middle. This assumption
was verified by the tests.
W= toya/ a/^/P^^^^^ /oc/a^ //? j?oc//?c^^.
;i^^/^/pf /i^^a^ //7 per ///reo'r
/7?o/77e/?/- ^/ £^c^e /a A/.
/i^ - ' r. .. „ h<£/^/Ff ^/ <i»^a/7?.
ou_L^ L X X / X /^^ -zoj r^x /^^ 4 ^ ^"^
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7 ^ /^"x733^ 37^ 37^
Hodulu^ oi Huplvre of Concrete.
IV(?/^/pf per //.
// /7/ 26>
// /7/ 3/2
25 /?/ ^3 5 5 334
24
2C> /V/. 6 S Soo
3a 355
3/ 34 /
347:.^
Tiaeoe result give fairly uniform values for the modulus
of rupture except with No. 24. Neglecting No. 24 , the average
value is 350 Ih, per sq. in. The weight of the "beam per lineal
foo't was assumed in all cases except No. 26 and No. 30, "but
pro'bahly the true value lies very close to the assumed value
since in all cases where the beams were weighed, the weight of
the concrete per cubic foot was about 151 lb. In general the
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value of the modulus of rupture seemn to "be independent of the
length of the beam, thuc proving that for all ordinary computa-
tions, 'the ordinary formulas for simple "beams of uniform cross-
section are sufficiently accurate.
In determinin.]; the coefficient of elastic it^r t^A'o methods
will be used, (l) by substituting the value of the deflections in
the equation of the deflection of the elastic curve, and (2) by
j
deriving the coefficient from the deformation measured in the
extreme fibre. The values of the deflections are scaled from
the plotted deflection curves and the deformations are scaled
from th:^ curve lying intermediate between the curves for ex-
tension of lov;er fibre and contraction of upper fibre. The
deformations and deflections due to the weight of the beam are
not considered since all readings are taken as zero at the point
of no applied load.
The equation of the elastic curve for points between loads
is derived below.
O) To 7^/?^ /e/f <:>/ //p^ Z^^^-

or <ry= A^A/S
/ 3,
O/ £/^r/^f/c/yi/
/OOO
. o /
/ >5 oo .o /75 So OOO
Zooo . o ^.7 ^O OOO
^ S'oo
.
o3S
o
^^^^C> (OOO
3 o oo (^3^g
o47g Z: 00a
Odam Noll
0/ ^/i7:5//<r//y
^ f'fOtOOO
. i:> o 7 o 4 Ocooo
/ S Oci
. o / 3^ 3 7 ^0 ooG
.
o 2/^ 3 / (fo GOO
.
5 2f<^S j:^o<d
The valueG of the deflect ions for No. 8 ..and. 'No. 11 were
taken from cnrves plotted from corrected readingc of deflectom
eter restin.-:^ 011 machine.

/oo o
(Oo 37^3 000
3y r 2 ooQ
.
f 3 ^ 3^ 000
3oo o .0 ^ /
3^ao , /3 4 £> ^ r oc><:>
^ooa . ^ /L 3 7/^^^^o
^ 3ao
. ^ /f
3 ^ 00 OOG
In thiG "beam the deflections were obtained from deflectoiri'
eter supported on frame under the beam.
3 earn No. l<3.
0/ /^/a^//<r/ f<!:/.
. Z?0^ 3> /OS aoa
/COO / ^0
/S00 So GOO
a a
.0273 ZS OOGOC:
3 OS Z4 ^-4 (Ooo
The coefricient of el^cticity figured from the deformations
equals unit stress divided b^/ unit deformation.
<q _ - z /^/-<^
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The calculGteri values of the coefficient of elasticity for
concrete shov/ plainly that the coefficient decreases as the load
or stress increases. This can "be "best seen by referring to the
curves on plate No. 35 . Moreover the values for the coefficient
derived from the deformations of the extreme fibre are in f^eneral:
smaller than those derived from the values of the deflections.
¥'ith the increase of stresses the curve for the coeffi^-
||
ient approaches a strai-^ht line, shov/ing that for the higher
stresses the coefficient is practically a constant. The curves
for No. 11 and No. 18 sho\7 that the curve is a straight line when
the stresses reach about 350 lb. per sq. in. and with No. 25 the
i
25
cui've 13 a straight line Tor ^3 tress values above 370 l"b
. per sq.
in.
While these 'beamG were all made under the same general con-
ditions there is a great diversity of values of the coefficient
of elasticity. Omitting the value for 5001h. load in the case
of Ko. 26, tr.s coefficient ranges from 2,200,000 to 5,000,000.
No reason can be given for this wide range except lack of uni-
formity in the mixing of the concrete.
In nearly all previous investigations the assumption that a
plane section before deflection remains a plane section after
deflection has been made. Such assumption is abundantly Just-
ified in case of materials which have constant coefficients of
elasticity both in tension and in compression. In the case of
concrete there is not a great deal of relicible information re-
garding its coefficient of elasticity, but such as there is
would seem to indicate that the coefficient is not constant but
varies with the stress. The assumption in regard to a plane
section under such conditions leaves an element of doubt in
the deductions and this if possible should be removed, Tf-^sts
were made on two beams to determine the relation between a plane
sectio::^ before and after deflection and' the results were of
much interest.
It was anticipated that the beams might twist somewhat.
Extencoraeter readings were accordingly taken on both sides but
the results indicated that there was little difference in the
data thus obtained and that either set could be used as corT^ect.
It was then decided that both sets of extensometers could be
placed one one side to obtain the desired data in regard to the
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action on a plane section, and this was done with 'beams lJo.22
and No. 27. The arrangement of the extensome ter frames for this
purpose ir shown on plate No, 10 . The span over which the de-
fomiations were taken was the same for laoth sets and all the
upper coiitacts wer3 placed the same distance helow the top of the
beam; "but the lower contacts for one set were eleven inches he-
low the upper contacts while the vertical distance hetween the
contact :ioirits for the other set was lesr hein.'- six inches for
"beam No. 22 and n l/2 in. for beam No. 27. The results are
shown on the plotted graphs for beams No. 22 and No, 27 and in
table 26,
The positions of the neutral axis as determined from each
of the two sets were practically the same for loads above 5000
lb. It will be noticed that with each beam the values from one
set run greater by a small constant than the values from the
other set. This fact would lead .is to surmise that such a diff-
erence mip;ht be due to inaccuracy in setting the contact points
the required distance apart vertically, since no r-ason could be
advanced to explain why if a plane section should be deformed
during the flexure, the amount of deformation should not inc-
crease with the load. The small variation between the tv/o sets
of values of the elongation of the steel and the compression of
the upper fibre would further confirm this conclusion that with-
in t'iie accuracy of this series of tests a plane section before
bending remains a plane section after bending.
J
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The determination of the position of the neutral axis in
reinforced concrete iDeams is a matter of first importance in a
discussion of the theory governing flexure. Its position, rela-
tive to the depth of the be- m, enters directly into all calcula-
tions of the resisting moment. A comparison of its location as
found in "beams reinforced -vith different percentages of metal
or different types of "bars may give us much valuable information
concerning the relative merits of large and small quantities of
steel and of various systems of reinforcement. In beams of such
CO posite character, it is expected that the neutral axis will
not remain stationary as it does in beams of materials having
constant coefficients of elasticity in tension and compression,
but will vary somewhat through the depth of the beam at differ-
ent loads.
A study of the plates gives rise to some interesting facts.
At first glance it would seem that the vertical axis in plain
concrete beamrj is liable to considerable variation in position,
but a little consideration will show that snch is hardly the
case. The def ormiat ions and hence the readings on the extensorn-
eters are very small; a small absolute error then makes a
large relative error and allowance rrmust be made for this fact.
If the position of the neutral axis be obtained grapiiically from
the abscisrae of the curve representing the extensometer read-
ings rather than from the actual i^eadings recorded, this varia-
tion disappears and it is seen that the neutral axis in plain
concrete beams remains practically at the center of the depth.
This leads to the interesting conclusion that the coefficient of
elasticity in concrete in tension is the same for the same stress
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I
as in c ompres!:' ion, rather than from 1/2 to 2/3 aG much as is i
as G uine d "by some investigators.
The general ricOture of the travel of t e position of the
neutral axis in the reinforced, heam is as follows. y\t the "begin-
ning the neutral axis is helow the cente2\ As the load increases'
and the concrete under tension passes its ultimate strength^ the
neutral axis rises ; nd "becomes stationary. With heams which
failed "by the rapid elongation of the lower fit^res, the neutral
axis rises rapidly as the load approfiches the 1 axiraum. With
beams which failed "by the crushing of 'he upper fi"bres, it drops,.
This change commences somewhat earlier in the c&se of the latter
than it does in the Cuse of the former, "but is f;ot so rapid.
That the neutral axis should "be somewhat lower at small
loads in reinforced beams than in plain concrete beajus is to be
expected, since the equivalent area of the steel due to its high
i!
coefficient of elasticity gives a considerable additional ten-
sion area at the bottom, or in other* words, a given tension v/ill
produce less deformation in t?ie lower fibres.
The statement that the position of the neutral axis remains
constant beyond r load of 6000 lb. is not strictlj^ accurate,
but the variations are such as might partly be due to inaccuracy
in the measurements. However, after making all allowances foi'
variations due to s-ich a cause, it would be more accurate to
say that beyond 60001b. load the neutral axis rises very slight-
|!
ly as the load increases. As the maximum load is approached,
either the steel bars or the upper fibre of the concrete begins
to give more rapidly and finally cause failure at the maximum.
In the first cf.se we should expect the neutral axis to rise since

the steel commences to elongate rapidly compared r/ith the com-
pression of the upper' fibre; in the latter cf-.se we should ex-
pect the drop since the upper fihre is deformed more rapidly
compared with the elongation of the steel. Exceptions to what
has just "been said might he made in the case of thf-' Kahn ibaris.
The rise of the neutral axis at the start is by no means so
marked as in the case of the "beams in which the reinforcement is
all in one plane. The effect of the upturned wings of the Kahn
"bars is to offer more i''esistance to deformations not only in
the lower jjarts of the beams but also in some of the fibres in
the region of compression and accordingly to throw the neutral
frxis higher than if all the reinforcement had been in one plane.
Another interesting phase is 'the general effect on the
position of the neutral axis due to a variation in the percentage
of metal used. In table 20, is shown the position of the neu-
tral axis of different beams. The values tabulated represent the
position at v/hich the neutral axis remained through a considerable
change of loading. The res:'lts given in the table referred to
are shown graphically on plate 37. Time will not x->ei^it ^
study of the exact relation between the percentage of reinforce-
ment and the position of the neutral axis,;but the fact is
evident that the neutral axis is lowered by an increase in the ij
amount of metal used.
In nearlAr all cases failure was caused by a rapid elonga-
tion of the material in the lower part of the beam, accompanied
by a falling off in the load and finally followed by the crush-
cut of the top part of ti-ie concrete. This was the manner of
failure in all beams excej^t numbers 22,27, 2R and 29. It was
1
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unfortunate that extensometer readings were not usually o"btained
at the niaximurn, but study of tlie curves justifies us in drawing
certc in conclusions regarding the conditions existing in the
beam at failure. From the rderorniat ion of the steel c.ncl the co-
efficient of elasticit^^, the stress existing in the bars may be
computed for any loads. For all the reinforced beams except the
four mentioned, the stresses thus computed from a study of the
curves, show th;:t the steel was stretched at its elastic, limit
at the maximum load ( see Table 30) and that the failure is due
to the more rapid elongation of the metal beyond that ijoint.
However, in four cases above excepted, namely numbers 22, 27,
20 and 29 there was a comparatively large percentage of metal
and failure was caused by a crushing out of the concrete at the
top at the maximum. The stress developed in the extreme upper
fibre of the concrete reached the ultimate strength of that
material before .the total stress in the region of the reinforce-
ment was sufficient to raise the larger amount of steel to its
elastic limit. From a consideration of these two manners of
failure it would seem that the most economical percentage of
metal wo:'ld be such that the upper fibres of the concrete v/ould
be stressed to their ulitmate strength at the load at which the
steel would be stressed to its elastic limit, provided the cost
of t' e additional metal does not exceed the value of the ..in-
creased strength.
The ultimate purj^ose of all tests on reinforced concrete
beams shruld be to obtain information concerning the stresses
developed in the various fibres of the beam and the resisting
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moment developed "by these, oiiice what we really desire to find
jj
is ; relic.Lie method of calculat intr these quantities. ?/hat part
of t..e resisting moment is furnished hy the steel? What part
hy the concrete in compression? Does the concrete carry any
tension at the maximum lo&d, and if so what amount? Do these
s tresses equal fne resisting moment? These are some of the
questions v/hich present themselves, and it is to answer these
questions that the various investigations have heen under^taken.
Any conclusions in regard to such important matters would scarce-
^
ly fall within the scope of this thesis, hut it would "be
well to include here a statement of several interesting facts 1,
that come to the notice of those v/ho hrve made a preliminary
study of the topics mentioned.
The following ass'.impt ions v;ere made in regard to the dis^
trihution of stresses at loads near the maximum.. The resisting
moment due to concrete in tension may he neglected for even
if such stresses exist, their m.oment would not he great since
both the arm and the force would he comparatively smiail. The
|
compressive stress in t?ie concrete varies as the 3/4 power of the
j|
deformation. The stress required to deform the embedded steel
a given amount is the same as the stress required to deform the
j
har the samxe amount i;nder ordinary conditions. Leaving out of
consideration the tension in the concrete, the com.pression in
the concrete and the tension in the steel form a couple. Call-
ing the distance from the neutral axis to the top, m, the cen-
troid of the compressive stresses computed according to the ;|
second of the above assumptions is 7/ll m from the neutral axis
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or 4/11 from t'. e top of t: e beam. Calling the d.ei)th of the
metal from the surface, d, the moment arm of the couple is
d minus 4/11 m. The tension in the steel was computed upon the
assumption thr.it the coefficient of elrsticity is 30,000,000.
and thtt the elongation of the "bar ir: obtained correctly by the
method explained elsewhere. The product of the tension and the
moment crm gives the resisting moment which should be equal to
the bending moment if the assumptions made ai^e correct. In this
computation no account is taken of the weight of the beam itself,
since the values of the deformations used do not include the
deformations due to this load.
The results of these computations and a comparison with
the bending moment actually observed is given in table 30 . It
will be noticed that t'e computed values of the resisting mom.ent
usually fall within 10,*^ of the observed values of the bending
moment; this is as close as we should expe^-t.. the values to
agree when we coi-sider that every inaccuracy in the manufacture
of the beams and in tne measurements may affect the accuracy of
the value of the resisting moment obtained.
So far no ficoount has been taken of the resisting moment
due to the tension in the concrete. Such an omission is probably
justifiable near the maximum load as shov/n by the. results of
the above computation, but if such an omission is made at lesser
loads part of the necessary resisting moment remains unaccounted
for. The actual bending moment varies directly as the load;
the resisting moment due to the steel varies directly as the
elongation of the metal (provided the position of t- e neutral
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remairiG the snme ) ; the curves show that the elonrration of the
bars vcries not ac the load, hut as the load minus a constant,
and hence that the resistinf^; moment due to the steel alone
varies as the load minus the constant. If the metal carried all
the tension, the resisting moment should vary in the same wcy
with the loi.d as the hendinf^ moment; since it does not, it would
seem prohahle that the concrete in tension furnishes some resist-
ing moment at the smaller loads. The increment of resisting
moment dua to the steel alone corresponding to an increment of
load throug,h which the position of the neutral axis remained
practically constant was c ompu ted for a number of beams and com-
pared v/ith the co'rrespond ing increment of bending moment. These
results are shown in table 29. It will be noticed that the re-
sisting moment due to the steel inci^eases more rapidly than does
the bending moment. It has been shown that "^ese two moments are
almost equal at the maximum load. These two frets would seem to
indicate that at the start part of the resisting moment is due to
the tension in the concrete and part to the tension in the steel;
that as the load increases the tension ih the concrete furnishes
a smaller nd smaller proportion of the resisting moment ond the
tension iii- the steel a. continually increasing percentage, until
at tXe maximum the resisting moment due to the tension in the
concrete has become practic; lly zero ;.nd that due to the tension
in the steel equal to the bending moment.
Various invest igcttors have reported failures of reinforced
beamiS by shear along a line extending from the jjoints of support
upward and toward the center of the beam. In planning the dis-
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tribution of the reinforcement in the test speciman this phase
of the matter was discusced; -t was decided to adopt the sugj';e3-
tion of "bending up the hars just outside the points of applica-
tion of t e loads as shown in the diagrams on plates 1 to 5. In
no case did failure occur in the manner ahove referred to, and
it is "believed that under the given conditions of loading, span,
and depth, there v/ould "be little pocsi"bility of such failure
anc; such "beams would fail through the steel passing the elastic
limit
.
Some discussion has "been given in the engineering papers on
the kind of ster-l to use for reinforcing concrete, whether soft
steel or high caroon steel. Part of *he "beams in this test
were reinforced with steel of high elastic limit ( about 60,000
lb. per Su. in .). and; part with steel of low elastic linut
(30,000 to 35,000 l"b per sq. in.). As in these tests the maximum
was at tije point when the steel was sti'er-sed to its elastic limit,
the higher steel gave higher maximum loads. This is shown by the
data in the ta"ble on ne^t page.
The o"bjectjcn to high steel tl^at its elongation is insuffic-
ient, indicating that it is lia"ble to hr- ak suddenly with a snap,
does not seem to be tr-ue. In the high steel beams a minimum and
a maximum amount of reinforcement was used^and in failure
either by tension or compress ion^ in no case did tie steel pull
in two or give any indication of doing so, but it elongated
sufficiently when- toe maximum load was applied to raise the
neutral axis and cause tne coiicrete to finally crush out at the
top. Ample warning was given by the appearar.ce of cracks before
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failure took place.
In regard to the different forms of iDarD much . has been said
of late in the Engineering News. The different forme of patentedl
"bars may have pai-^ticular advantages for especial purposes hut
j
under the conditions of the tests made they seemed to he no
"better than the plain rouiid or square rod. In fact the latter :
appears to be the "better since its form is more ecoaamical .
Six beams were reinforced with plain bars and . in no case did
a bar slip in a beam. The adhesive bond of the concrete was alone'
sufficient to prevent slipping. This would point to the conclu-
\
;i
sion that corrugations, deformations and spiral- twists used on
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patented iaari^ ire in)eleGG. Perhapc thir> is too stron{^ a st-' temerit
f.or in £ construction subject to impciCtB c.;nd vi"brf;tions these
devices may be an econoi:iicr;l form of a factor of safety against
ruptur-e of t-.e boiid of tlie coiicrete -r-iid steel. Th - trussed
steel bar also does i.ot seem to be necessary. Five beams rein-
forced Y^^ith it were tested laid all failed at the point of the
reduction of metal due to the shearing up of the sides. This de-r
vice for tlie i^urpose of preventing horizontal sherr seemed not
to influence the beam except to weaken it ,, for undoubtedly the
beams would have ^zirfMrter} a lar^rer load had not the sides of the
edbars been rhe;v;, uo at all. The tests with bars lyin.j- hor i zonrr
tally tVa"'ou<^ii the whole length of the beam demonstrated . that a
beam, if made of a good quality concrete, will not fail by
shear aij} hence it is but a needless waste of metal to reinforce
against snear.
It must be remembered that t'jene experiments were mdertak-
en as thesis work, and t;ie amount of time required in prepara-
tion for and in the execution of the tests has precluded a
more thorough discussion of the results thori is iven here.
However, even so short a discussion is of value. T.,e deforma-
tion measurements of the plain concrete beams have indicated
that the coefficient of elasticity in tension is from 1/2 to
2/3 that in compression, is erroneous and that instead they are
equal. The information concerning the modulus of rupture ; nd
the variation in the coefficient of elasticity v/ith different
stresses should be of value. The conclusions coiicerning the be-
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havior of g plane nection duririf- flexure remove one element of
posnilole dou"bt in previous invent if^ationo . The data concerninf^
I
the effect of a variation in the j3ercentap;e of reinforcement
upon thex:)oy i t ion of t>ie neutral axis is Relieved to be the first
recorded upon that subject. The discussion of the travel of
this axis at different loadings on the same beam, as given in
this thesis, merely sur-imarizes the observations and does not
pretend to show the exact effect of each factor tendin^- to cause
this variation of position. Concerning the general condition at
the maximum load some interested parties have maintained that the
i
steel should be stressed to its ulimate strength when failure
occurs; others have arguerl that the logical design should call on~
iy for trie development of the elastic limit at failure; the
observations made throv,r the weight of the tests in favor of the
claims of the latter. The results of computations concerning
the development of the resisting moment, based upon certain as-
sumptions, are not given v/iththe purpose of drawing definite
conclusions, but are inserted in the hope that this preliminary
survev of the field may be of benefit in some more thorough
study of these tests. The statements concerning shear and con-
cerning the relative advantages of t .e different bars are merely
expressions of the opinions of the v/riters and are to be regarded
|
in that light. It is ur.ifortunate that sufficient time cannot be i
devoted to the study of these results as a thesis report, but
it is confidently hope'! that the description of the manipula-
tion, the tabulation of the results, and the brief discussion
of some phases of the problem will be of value for a more thor-
ough study.
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